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(57)Abstract-

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an image display device capable of preventing

an electron source from being damaged by preventing creep discharge even when

abnormal discharge is generated.

SOLUTION: In this image forming device for displaying a picture image by radiating

electrons emitted from an electron source of a cathode substrate on a fluorescent film of

an anode substrate, intervals 3 for dividing a metal back 2 into plural portions, are

formed on the metal back 2 formed on the anode substrate, where a high voltage is

applied in order to accelerate the emitted electrons, and coats 9 made of conductive

material for covering the intervals 3 are installed to prevent creeping discharge from



being induced on the surfaces of the interval parts, even when abnormal discharge is

generated.
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] It has countered with the cathode substrate which has the electron

source which emits an electron, and this cathode substrate. It has the anode

substrate which has the metal back by whom the high voltage is impressed in

order to accelerate the electron which was prepared in the opposite side of the

screen of a fluorescent screen and this fluorescent screen, and was emitted from

said electron source. Image formation equipment characterized by being image

formation equipment which said fluorescent screen is made to emit light with

said electron, and displays an image, having two or more gaps formed so that

said metal back might be divided into two or more parts, and covering each gap

with the conductive ingredient.

[Claim 2] Image formation equipment according to claim 1 characterized by said

electron source consisting of two or more electron emission components

arranged in the shape of a matrix.



[Claim 3] Image formation equipment according to claim 2 characterized by

forming said two or more gaps of said metal back in the field to which a display

pixel does not exist.

[Claim 4] Image formation equipment according to claim 3 characterized by for

said fluorescent screen having the black part between three kinds of fluorescent

substances corresponding to three primary colors, and each fluorescent

substance, and forming said two or more gaps of said metal back by the width of

face below this black part on said black part.

[Claim 5] Image formation equipment given in any 1 term of claims 2-4

characterized by said electron emission component being a cold cathode

component.

[Claim 6] Image formation equipment given in claim 5 term characterized by said

electron emission component being a surface conduction mold emission

component.

[Claim 7] Image formation equipment given in any 1 term of claims 1-6

characterized by said conductive ingredient being carbon black.

[Claim 8] Image formation equipment given in any 1 term of claims 1-7

characterized by the base material of said anode substrate being glass.



[Claim 9] Image formation equipment given in any 1 term of claims 1-8

characterized by said metal back consisting of aluminum.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]



[0001]

[Field of the Invention] Especially this invention relates to the monotonous mold

image formation equipment which makes a fluorescent substance emit light with

the electron emitted from the electron source about image formation equipment.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, what the monotonous mold image

formation equipment which consists of an anode and a cathode is large, and

research and development consisted of, using for example, a field emission

component, a surface conduction mold emission component, etc. as an electron

source which is made and is used is proposed.

[0003] As an example of the equipment using the former field emission

component, there is U.S. Pat. No. 4884010 and there is U.S. Pat. No. 5066883

as an example of the equipment using the latter surface conduction mold

emission component.

[0004] Although a difference is looked at by the structure of an electron source,

the approach of a drive, etc., both are made to emit an electron from the cathode

which consists of an electron source which consists of two or more electron

emission components as a description seen in common, and have the point of



having an anode close to it. This anode has the fluorescent substance, make the

electron accelerated on the anode electrical potential difference irradiate it, it

makes a fluorescent substance emit light, and forms an image. The distance of

this cathode and anode is hundreds of micrometers - about several mm in

general.

[0005] The interior of such image formation equipment is maintained at the

vacuum, and light is made to emit by electron beam irradiation, and the potential

of an anode is held in general by several kilovolts - 10 kilovolts of numbers, in

order to obtain brightness. Pressure-proofing of this part is secured by the

vacuum or the insulator.

[0006] When electron emission is performed continuously and image formation

is performed with such image formation equipment for a long time, vacuum arc

discharge may be observed. The current which flows by this abnormality

discharge attains to even several A to several 100 A very greatly. It is thought

that such abnormality discharge has an inadequate vacua between a cathode

and an anode, or is generated by the result which abnormality electric field

produced by electric 3 importance of an electrode configuration, a vacuum and

an electrode, and an insulating material.



[0007] When such abnormality discharge arises once, I may **** current

concentration into the discharge part, and damage may be brought to the anode

section and the cathode section. As a cause of damage, since vacuum arc

discharge brings about a high current as a result, it is possible to do damage to

the component which a lot of Joule's heat by the current was generated, and the

potential of wiring for a cathode and connection was destabilized by causing

destruction of the electron emission component in a cathode, and current

concentration, consequently was connected through wiring etc.

[0008] Therefore, although it is most desirable not to produce abnormality

discharge in Hazama of an anode and a cathode, in the image formation

equipment constituted by the component which has a large majority of cathodes,

it is difficult [ it ] to fulfill the above-mentioned conditions and to prevent

generating of abnormality discharge completely, maintaining the yield in a

production process.

[0009] The technique of preparing the resistor section in the anode section in

order to control generating of such vacuum arc discharge is indicated by

JP,10-134740,A. The technique indicated by this official report is typically shown

in drawing 8 . Drawing 8 shows the cross section and transverse plane of an



anode substrate, R, G, and B of a fluorescent substance are divided, and it is

deeply cut by laser trimming etc. in the shape of [ each ] a stripe electrode,

prepares the section, and forms the resistor. While being able to control micro

discharge by this and being able to improve a withstand voltage property, the

effective voltage at the time of micro discharge generating can be lowered.

[0010] Moreover, forming ******
jn the upper layer of the resistor section in order

to secure the withstand voltage of the resistor section is indicated by this official

report.

[0011]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] The metal back is divided by the field

into which slitting was put with the laser trimming mentioned above, or the two or

more anode inter-electrode field. The field which divides this metal back has

composition which insulating sides, such as a glass substrate, exposed.

[0012] In the image formation equipment which has the anode of such a

configuration, generating of abnormality discharge may generate creeping

discharge in the field which divides this metal back. If creeping discharge occurs,

a cathode will be destroyed by the anode pan and the display grace of image

formation equipment will be reduced. Therefore, it is necessary to prevent the



creeping discharge in the field which divides this metal back at the time of

abnormality discharge generating.

[0013] In view of such a situation, this invention makes it a technical problem to

offer the image formation equipment with which induction of creeping discharge

is prevented and an electron source does not receive damage, also when

abnormality discharge arises.

[0014]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve the above-mentioned technical

problem the image formation equipment of this invention It has countered with

the cathode substrate which has the electron source which emits an electron,

and this cathode substrate. It has the anode substrate which has the metal back

by whom the high voltage is impressed in order to accelerate the electron which

was prepared in the opposite side of the screen of a fluorescent screen and this

fluorescent screen, and was emitted from said electron source. It is image

formation equipment which said fluorescent screen is made to emit light with

said electron, and displays an image, and it has two or more gaps formed so that

said metal back might be divided into two or more parts, and each gap is

covered with the conductive ingredient.



[0015] That is, in the image formation equipment which the electron emitted from

the electron source of a cathode substrate is made to irradiate the fluorescent

screen of an anode substrate, and displays an image, while preparing a gap so

that the metal back by whom the high voltage is impressed may be divided into

two or more parts in order to accelerate the electron formed and emitted to the

anode substrate, this gap is covered with a conductive ingredient.

[0016] If it does in this way, when abnormality discharge occurs, it can prevent

that creeping discharge is induced by the gap partial front face, and the display

grace stabilized over the long time can be maintained.

[0017]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the operation gestalt of the image

formation equipment of this invention is explained to a detail with reference to a

drawing.

[0018] Drawing 2 is the block diagram showing the configuration of the image

formation equipment of this operation gestalt. In drawing 2 , the cathode

substrate with which, as for 21 , the anode substrate was formed and, as for 22,

the electron emission component was formed, the high voltage power supply to

which 11 impresses an anode electrical potential difference, and 31 show



respectively the power source for a drive of an electron emission component. As

for the inside 32-34 of drawing, it is a configuration for observing generating of

abnormality discharge, and an oscilloscope and 34 show a CCD camera and, as

for photomultiplier CHIPURAIYA and 33, 35 shows [ 32 ] VTR respectively.

[0019] The forward high electrical potential difference of several kilovolts -

dozens of kilovolts is impressed in order to make it function as image formation

equipment, and to usually give the potential which fully accelerates an electron

beam to the anode substrate 21 . The electron controlled and emitted from the

electron emission component formed in the cathode substrate 22 by this

potential makes the fluorescent substance formed in the anode substrate 21

emit light.

[0020] Above-mentioned abnormality discharge is distinguished for the flow of

the electron in this case. In addition, the space of Hazama of the anode

substrate 21 and the cathode substrate 22 is usually held at a vacuum, and the

distance of the anode substrate 21 and the cathode substrate 22 is smaller than

the mean free path of the emission electron.

[0021] Now, abnormality discharge may be suddenly observed under such a

situation. Although the cause cannot be concluded clearly, it can consider the



case where there is a part which brings abnormality electric field to the electrode

configuration formed in the cathode substrate 22, for example etc. In order to

specify generating of abnormality discharge, luminescence of image formation

equipment can be observed with an oscilloscope 33 by using a photomultiplier

32, and intense luminescence is observed with abnormality discharge.

[0022] Drawing 1 is the mimetic diagram showing the outline configuration of the

anode substrate of the image formation equipment of this operation gestalt.

Drawing 1 (a) is a top view and drawing 1 (b) is the sectional view of the A-A* part

shown in drawing 1 (a). It is the part in which, as for the high-voltage impression

section for impressing the high voltage required in order for one to accelerate an

electron ray, and 2, the metal back is formed in of the metal back's patterning

among drawing, and, as for 3, the metal back is not formed, and is henceforth

called the slitting section. 4 shows a fluorescent screen and 5 shows the glass

substrate.

[0023] Suppose that the slitting section which was prepared between the

high-voltage impression section 1 and each stripe-like electrode among the

slitting sections 3 and which cuts deeply and forms the electrode slitting section

41, a call, and each inter-electrode gap for a part is called the inter-electrode



slitting section 42.

[0024] On these slitting sections, the conductive film 9 shown that an insulating

side is not exposed with the slash in drawing is formed, and creeping discharge

is prevented so that it may mention later with this conductive film 9.

[0025] In the case of monochrome, a fluorescent screen 4 can consist of only

single fluorescent substances. On the other hand, in the case of the fluorescent

screen of a color, it can constitute from the black material and fluorescent

substance which are called a black stripe or a black matrix by the array of a

fluorescent substance.

[0026] In the case of color display, the purpose which establishes a black stripe

and a black matrix is to control [ it not being conspicuous and carrying out color

mixture etc. by distinguishing by different color between each fluorescent

substance of a needed three-primary-colors fluorescent substance with, and

making the section black, and ] the fall of the contrast by the outdoor daylight

reflection in a fluorescent screen. Transparency and reflection of light besides

**** which uses the graphite usually used as a principal component as an

ingredient of a black stripe can use few ingredients.

[0027] The approach of applying a fluorescent substance to a glass substrate is



not based on monochrome and a color, but a precipitation method, print

processes, etc. can be used for it. The metal back 2 is formed in the inside side

of a fluorescent screen 4. The purposes which form the metal back 2 are making

it act as an electrode for impressing raising brightness and electron beam

acceleration voltage, protecting a fluorescent substance from the damage by the

collision of the anion generated within the periphery machine, etc. by carrying

out specular reflection of the light by the side of an inside to a face plate side

among luminescence of a fluorescent substance.

[0028] The metal back 2 performs data smoothing (usually called "filming".) of

the inside side front face of a fluorescent screen after fluorescent screen

production, aluminum is made to deposit using vacuum deposition etc. after that,

and it is manufactured.

[0029] The metal back's 2 patterning is performed for example, by the laser

trimming method etc. A pattern required to control abnormality discharge and

improve a withstand voltage property changes with configurations of image

formation equipment, and if it is a configuration from which effectiveness is

acquired, it will not be limited to especially the thing shown here. The slitting

section by the metal back's patterning will be in the condition that insulating



sides (a black stripe, glass substrate, etc.) were exposed.

[0030] Generating of creeping discharge is influenced of many factors, such as

the quality of the material of an insulating side, and surface electrical resistance.

In the creeping discharge in connection with the image formation equipment

which has the metal back of a configuration which is used especially here, this

invention persons have found out that electrification of the insulating side of the

slitting section is connected with generating of creeping discharge.

[0031] Therefore, in order to prevent creeping discharge, it is desirable to

consider as the configuration which the insulating side has not exposed in the

slitting section of an anode. For this reason, the conductive film 9 is formed in

the slitting section of an anode in the image formation equipment of this

invention. As an ingredient used for the conductive film 9, what has a small

secondary-electron-emission multiplier is desirable.

[0032] Moreover, the conductive film 9 formed in the slitting section 3 does not

need to reduce the effectiveness given to the anode by patterning. Therefore, it

is necessary to choose the thickness of the conductive film 9, and resistivity

suitably according to the configuration of patterning.

[0033] Here, the image formation equipment of this operation gestalt is



examined in a detail as compared with what does not form the film of a

conductive ingredient in an anode.

[0034] Drawing 3 is the perspective view showing the example of the image

formation equipment of this operation gestalt constituted by the anode substrate

and the cathode substrate. Here, the cathode substrate 22 which consists of an

electron source by which matrix arrangement was carried out was used, using a

surface conduction mold emission component as an electron emission

component.

[0035] In addition, various things as an electron source of the image formation

equipment of this invention are usable as mentioned above, and it is not limited

to this.

[0036] In drawing 3 , the same sign shows the part shown in drawing 1 and

drawing 2 , and the same part. Moreover, the rear plate with which in 26 the

direction wiring of y and 25 support a surface conduction mold emission

component, and, as for 24, the x direction wiring and 27 support a cathode

substrate, and 5 are a glass base and a housing to which a fluorescent

substance and 2 fix the metal back to, and, as for 4, 23 fixes the anode substrate

21 and the cathode substrate 24.



[0037] In addition, the component electrode which counters is prepared in the

surface conduction mold emission component, by impressing an about [ 15V ]

electrical potential difference to this component inter-electrode, the component

current If flows to this inter-electrode one, and electron emission is performed to

coincidence. In this operation gestalt, what consists [ x directions / 720 / (m=

720) and / 240 ] of y (n= 240) was used.

[0038] Moreover, component pitches are 250 micrometers of x directions, and

the 600 micrometers of the directions of y, and the x direction wiring was formed

by width of face of 300 micrometers. Therefore, the image formation field in this

operation gestalt is the range of 180mm of x directions, and the 144mm of the

directions of y.

[0039] The sectional view of the A-A' part which drawing 4 shows the anode

substrate used with this operation gestalt, and shows drawing 4 (a) in a top view,

and shows drawing 4 (b) to drawing 4 (a), and drawing 4 (c) are the enlarged

drawings of the part B shown in drawing 4 (b).

[0040] Here, the manufacture approach of an anode substrate is explained. First,

baking is performed for a black stripe and a fluorescent substance to an anode

substrate after spreading with settling, and an image display side is formed in it.



The acrylic emulsion was applied on the fluorescent substance, and after

performing filming known as the so-called data smoothing of a phosphor screen,

in order to vapor-deposit the aluminum film in thickness of about 50nm and to

disperse the organic substance of a filming component, it calcinated in air.

[0041] Next, the aluminum film was cut by the laser trimming method, and was

made into the illustrated pattern configuration. The inter-electrode slitting section

42 is 200 micrometers in width of face, and was formed on the black stripe here

[ the field and here ] where a display pixel does not exist. Moreover, when the

resistance of the electrode slitting section 41 established with trimming was

measured, it was about 500ohms respectively.

[0042] In the image formation equipment of the example of a comparison, the

anode substrate was manufactured at the above process, without forming the

conductive film in the slitting section.

[0043] On the other hand, with this operation gestalt, in addition to the

above-mentioned process, carbon black was used for the slitting section as a

conductive ingredient, and the electric conduction film 9 was formed. Of course,

the ingredient of the electric conduction film 9 has a small

secondary-electron-emission multiplier as mentioned above, and if it fits



manufacture, it will not be limited to carbon black.

[0044] After patterning of an anode electrode, after applying the water solution

from which the aluminum film was removed with laser trimming and which it cut

[ water solution
]
deeply and made the section distribute amorphous carbon with

a spray method, it calcinated, and the about hundreds of nm amorphous carbon

film was formed.

[0045] Thus, using the formed anode substrate, the image formation equipment

of the example of a comparison and an operation gestalt was constituted, as

shown in drawing 3 , respectively, and the following durability tests were

performed in order to observe generating of abnormality discharge, actually

displaying.

[0046] The high voltage of 10kV is impressed to an anode, and an image is

displayed by driving the driver unit which is not illustrated [ which was connected

to the x direction wiring of a cathode substrate, Dox1 and Dox2 which were

specifically shown in drawing 3 , —Dox (m-1), Doxm and the direction wiring of y,

Doy1 and Doy2 that were specifically shown in drawing 3 , -Doy (n-1), and

Doyn ]. Thus, displaying various images, the durability test of 700 hours was

performed and the photomultiplier 32 and the oscilloscope 33 performed



luminescence measurement on the strength with the configuration shown in

drawing 2 in the meantime.

[0047] Four abnormality discharge was detected by luminescence measurement

of a photomultiplier on the strength with the image formation equipment of the

example of a comparison. In two abnormality discharge of this inner primary

stage, luminescence in the slitting section 3 of an anode was also observed by

coincidence.

[0048] It inspected whether the defect would have arisen for the component on

an electron source substrate after durability test termination. Then, the thing in

which creeping discharge occurred and for which it cut deeply and some

components directly under the section have received the damage became clear.

[0049] On the other hand, with the image formation equipment of this operation

gestalt, although several discharge was observed by the photomultiplier during

the durability test, in any case, it cut deeply and luminescence in the section 3

was not observed.

[0050] After durability test termination, although the defect has not arisen for the

component on an electron source substrate or being inspected, especially the

damage was not checked. This is considered that creeping discharge in the



slitting section was carried out by prevention by having formed the conductive

film 9 in the slitting section 3.

[0051] Thus, although luminescence was observed in the slitting section of an

anode only with the image formation equipment of the example of a comparison,

as this cause, it cuts deeply at the time of abnormality discharge generating, the

potential difference arises in the section, and it is thought that it is because

creeping discharge occurred.

[0052] In order [ which was generated in the above-mentioned example of a

comparison ] to cut deeply and to check the creeping discharge in the section,

the dummy substrate was created and the following experiments were

conducted.

[0053] The dummy substrate created in order that drawing 5 might measure the

pressure-proofing between gaps of the slitting section is shown, drawing 5 (a) is

a top view and drawing 5 (b) is a sectional view in B-B' of drawing 5 (a). The

inside b of drawing 5 is 200 micrometers. The configuration of a dummy

substrate and the manufacture approach were performed by the same approach

as an above-mentioned anode substrate.

[0054] Proof-pressure measurement between gaps was performed by making



the electrical potential difference of a voltage source increase gradually,

measuring the current which flows between gaps. Drawing 6 is a graph which

shows a measurement result. The current which flows between gaps with

applied voltage Vb is changing to discontinuity. On the electrical potential

difference which changes to discontinuity, the current between this gap is

considered that creeping discharge has occurred between gaps. Henceforth,

this electrical potential difference is called creeping-discharge starting potential.

[0055] Drawing 7 is a graph which performed this measurement to two or more

dummy substrates and which shows the frequency distribution of

creeping-discharge starting potential. This graph shows that creeping discharge

begins by 600V to 900V in general. Since the potential difference which cuts

deeply at the time of abnormality discharge, and is generated in the section was

set to about 1kV and exceeded creeping-discharge starting potential, this is

considered that creeping discharge was induced with abnormality discharge.

[0056] On the other hand, in order to measure the resistance between gaps and

pressure-proofing of the slitting section also in the anode substrate used with

this operation gestalt, the dummy substrate processed into the same pattern as

drawing 5 was created. It created by the same configuration as the



above-mentioned example of a comparison, and the manufacture approach

except having formed the conductive film on the slitting section.

[0057] Also with the resistance and proof-pressure measurement between gaps,

it carried out on the same conditions as the dummy substrate of the

above-mentioned example of a comparison. It is presumed that the resistance

added to inter-electrode with the conductive film used with this operation gestalt

from the current potential property measured at this time is about 10kohm. In this

resistance, the resistance obtained by patterning of the electrode slitting section

41 is not affected.

[0058] In the dummy substrate considered as the same configuration as the

anode substrate of this operation gestalt, even if it measured the proof-pressure

measurement between gaps to 1500V, the current which flows between gaps

did not increase to discontinuity.

[0059] Therefore, the potential difference which cuts deeply also at the time of

abnormality discharge, and is generated in the section does not exceed

creeping-discharge starting potential, but it is thought that creeping discharge

was not induced by abnormality discharge.

[0060] Thus, with the image formation equipment of this operation gestalt, since



the film was formed with the conductive ingredient so that the metal back's

slitting section might be covered and creeping discharge is not induced when

abnormality discharge occurs, the display grace stabilized over the long time can

be maintained.

[0061] Although the comparison with the example of a comparison was mixed

and explained about the suitable operation gestalt of the image formation

equipment of this invention above, the electron source used with the image

formation equipment of this invention as mentioned above is not limited to the

surface conduction mold emission component used with the above-mentioned

operation gestalt, and other electron emission components, such as a field

emission mold, can be used for it.

[0062] Moreover, it is not limited to the carbon black shown in the

above-mentioned operation gestalt, a secondary-electron-emission multiplier is

small, and the ingredient of the conductive film can also apply other ingredients,

if suitable for manufacture.

[0063]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, when abnormality discharge occurs

by covering with a conductive ingredient the field which divides the metal back



according to the image formation equipment of this invention, it can prevent that

creeping discharge is induced in this field, and it is effective in the ability to

maintain the display grace stabilized over the long time.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS



[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is drawing showing the configuration of the anode substrate of the

operation gestalt of the image formation equipment of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the image

formation equipment of this invention, and the measuring equipment which

observes abnormality discharge.

[Drawing 3] It is the perspective view showing the configuration of the operation

gestalt of the image formation equipment of this invention.

[Drawing 4] It is drawing showing the configuration of the anode substrate used

as an example of a comparison of this invention.

[Drawing 5] It is drawing showing the dummy substrate used for measuring the

pressure-proofing between gaps of the slitting section.

[Drawing 6] It is drawing showing the current potential property under

proof-pressure measurement of the dummy substrate of drawing 5 .

[Drawing 7] It is the graph which shows the frequency distribution of

creeping-discharge starting potential.

[Drawing 8] It is drawing showing the configuration of conventional image

formation equipment.



[Description of Notations]

1 High-Pressure Takeoff Connection

2 Metal Back

3 Slitting Section

4 Fluorescent Substance

5 Glass Substrate

6 Black Stripe

9 Conductive Film

1 1 High Voltage Power Supply

21 Anode Substrate

22 Cathode Substrate

23 Housing

24 Rear Plate

25 Surface Conduction Mold Emission Component

26 The X Direction Wiring

27 The Direction Wiring of Y

31 Power Source for Component Drive

32 Photomultiplier



33 Oscilloscope

34 CCD Camera

35 VTR

41 Electrode Slitting Section

42 Inter-electrode Slitting Section
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